
My idea, my life and my time too.

Chapter 1.

In many years of life, I’m ready to write my feeling and my words, not
so much to explain, much more to share my style, as I had to learn

from many people and as I like to do. 

This isn’t very important to write my name here now, my idea is to
share, to keep my experience and to write a book, because I wouldn’t

kick all my learning and I want to share in real my experience. 

My style come from the people too, because I had many time to talk
with many people and to learn the style of anyone from anyone, 

comparing and sharing, around the cultural sharing, art, music and
anything around written poems, news or cultural texts. 

As it’s possible to understand, after many years, I feel to share some
written words, phrases and ideas. Not so much to let learn, just to

compare a style, to let know how we and how I love to talk, to write,
trying in a easy style to let understand all, to leave each

misunderstand and to keep on conversation each kind of argument.
Now, I hadn’t an easy life in the past, I’m not here to make the master

of your mind, I’m not here to decide something about your life. 
Just, I feel to share my experience as I told and written in the first

phrases of the book.

Between many chapters I will share poems or phrases of my mind,
maybe I can take as example some phrases of other Authors if I feel,

because we cannot live as humans only in one version of the life. 

Now, between my time to write all, between my time to listen a
futuristic movie, I take my time to write something like a book. 



I want to share for free this book, because I want to share this style of
language, this is a contemporary style, not so like the classical style of

language, not so much like a slang, by the way, an very normal and
practical style, to give a way if someone is not expert, to give a way to
compare and this is not important to write a new story to share and to

have something to read on life, this is like to speak face to face,
without lies, without the hard work to read an encyclopedia or an

complex story. Just the easy life and a new used style from people to
take time together, to have conversation and to keep something of

relaxing for the mind and the human too. 

This style is light like the country music and like to have a good time
for the right celebrations. I’m in my Christmas time, near to a good
warm from fireplace, in a easy room, with a telly, the oven and some
fruits on the table, one easy and good beer, one coffee and easy foods

around, nothing of extra or unusual, sometimes one guitar on my
hands, sometimes singing a song to use my voice in the lonely room,
sometimes watching the telly, to listen what they do in a far state, far
because I live in a Island, yes, I live in the Sardinia Island, still in a
country place, country city and still between a town and small city,

this is not all like the biggest city, this is not like the much more
futuristic place, we haven’t anything so easy, in the same time we try
to have the enough to live and to be alive.  At the moment, would be

nice to write something to let you dream a new and maybe very
dreamed modern life or something like the trip of mars, between any

dream, we can talk of anything, the right, the wrong and the most
important too. 

Sometimes, in this Christmas time, I take some woods to prepare
flutes by my hands, like handmade works, sometimes I take canvas

and colors to paint, to create a world around me. 

Now, I feel to write something else, near to my feeling and as I can too,
the meaning… it’s so easy… just sharing time and to have something

to share, in the easiness and in relax too, because this is like to do Yoga
or meditation for the relax of the mind. On country places and towns,

the life… it doesn’t run so much and when all is so quite, not so
quickly and to run for nothing mean to kick on trash the life and the
time, that’s why this is important to find something to do, to manage

all without the stress of the chaotic city. 



To tell well… it’s easy to compare the life on a big city full of people,
full of cars and full of anything to do, hours and hours to go between
the two poles of the city, so stress and spending hours and hours to do

anything, in a small town or country city, the life is genuine and
sometimes, this is the best if someone loves to create arts or to be

composer, musician or writer too. 

Look like an invite to take time on country city or country place if
someone doesn’t know how is the life. All around the changes from the
state all are always around what the telly giving as news, around what
kind of pic or image the telly giving to the capital city or the decisions

of the parliaments of any telly states, sometimes, not the true too,
sometimes between truth and fake too, all around the telly channel in

watching at the time. 

My words are public domain because I speak as many people and this
is like the language of a big part of people. 

It’s possible to describe all and not only and idea, not only the pic or
the paintings of one life, because the life is like that we paint on our

life too.

 Maybe between the expert painter and the begin, not so expert
painter, painters of life, as the stories of the towns, between the normal
people and the queer too.  In a small town all strange is like a carnival
dress, to see something of strange or queer… sometimes this is like to
see a carnival meeting, because on normal life, anyone staying in the

normality of a bored life too, looking for something of queer to change
a bit the always same bored life, taking time to be upset with all

around the changes forced from not very great minds too, looking the
big shop of life too, with stories of bar clubs of the small towns and
asking to ourselves how much we need to do much more then to be. 

When I was child, not many children had many toys to play, all was all
around how much someone was full of creativity… in a forgotten

place, in a missed place, missed from God too sometimes, missed from
God between nuns too! Between the time, looking for God in a lost

church of life, of the forgotten place. But all is right, nothing wrong…



Just someone’s looking to learn something of new to feel alive, because
nothing disco clubs to have fan night by night, because nothing love to

share or see the business of some too. All is a story, we can talk and
describe all, like how much is ugly or funny, elegant, nice or wrong a

place, because to decide this is not always the right too. Decide for
others what is the right change to do, or let all forgotten place as God

forgot to change too. 

Now, this is like to say God Bless You, if you remember to Bless God
too. The meaning is so and so easy, doesn’t mean to explain so much,

just, this is time to share, between lots of boring time too. 

If I come back to the style between people, the wrong language is not
wrong and the right language, this is not the language too, just, needs
to understand something, anyone is busy on his life, busy on his work,
busy on the craziness of the wonderful life, like a Las Vegas, looking to

be winner of the enough to be alive and to live. To don’t miss the
dream to have an own life, not like slaves, by the way, not in the way
in real, not like to walk in the street, just singing words to have the

feeling, the feeling to compare ourselves on the same situation, looking
to be winners, winners of the enough to be alive, this is not all around

money, this is not all around the place, by the way, to live in a good
life, to feel emotions, to feel love in real, or to watch the new soap

opera of the show, around love or easy life too. 

I come from the Artistic World and sometimes people love to see the
show too (we the people to remember), the first show is the life too,
because when the life is not much more so real, by the way, like the

reality of the show… okay’s… just to know the simple question,
always the same dilemma… “to be” to say something like… like your

imagination is ready to let you understand. Anything is a way of
expression, in a phrase of a song, on book or in a quite time. Just to be

alive in the world show. 



Chapter 2.

What do you like to do for your freedom?

In many places around the world still they haven’t this word on
dictionary and sometimes some are thinking this is only an American
word between many songs of the last or new album of the hit-parades
of the far lands, where people are speaking another language, where

people live another kind of life, not like our or they land too. 

When promises are real from telly news, where salary is true and
where people never die like our lands too, like their lands too. And…

and… this is one part of truth. 

Dreaming the equal life in a not so freedom one and asking to the
mind: -what is the right way to take? As sure, the much more easy

answer is to sing the song “My way” or if someone never had time to
know this song, a similar song is “May Y”… Like Y and WHY and

Way… when the pronunciation is like so and so funny, anything is all,
in the same time anything is nothing, each meaning is not the meaning
and the double meaning is only to tell something of easy, nonsense of
the blind way of mind too. Like to say, the mind is much more full of

lies then the soul. 

Which sense you want to give, the first sense is in you too, to stay in
myself, ourselves, not in the selfish of the selfishness.

Freedom, freedom’s a dream, only, some are taking the boat to make a
long trip or travel on a big part of ocean, flying and riding waves of

sea to see the freedom, where the equal life is true! 

The equal life like the equal respect of the workers of each very
important works! Yeah… because the true is not the true, as the fake

is not the fake too, all around a fifth, fifth of the party! 



Alright, it’s alright… we live to play too, in the funny and trying to
take with a smile the badly too… living and die… to say… how much

time passed first to see the freedom… etc…

Still some are thinking to watch the newest talk show of the season… 

Like to say… where war was the war last month by the telly? 
Where was the good economy on the tv show?

Just all around the funny too… to don’t cry on the milk in the glass to
drink!

Just to write another page for the chapter of just to explain all in one
long time… yep!

Well done… the freedom is now real, when we are ready to remember
where, because some people are looking on maps where’s the freedom
on the towns around the towns, around the place of the places and this

is all like to win the freedom in Las Vegas too… 

Like a Casino of the lucky day’s.

The colors of words are giving a shape to the freedom too, where the
freedom is still a dream, still some wait and wait the freedom in the

life. Some are telling something like the freedom is not for free! 

As anywhere you can listen someone says: 
...hey! Working and working to live!

Working and working for poor money! 

And the freedom is around how much you can buy on your life, some
buy the ticket to ride a new life, the rich life, some buy only the ticket
to go in the same poor life, dreaming all as always as the Christmas

time, dreaming the toy gift from the celebrations. 

Freedom is a very important word, only, cannot be only a dream, 
needs to be real, to give the chance to anyone, maybe between the

chance to have a very real smile of happiness and not the smile of a
crying mind. 

Needs to stand up everyday, to keep his or her life, to keep our life too,
to be part of this world and not staying in a isolated life, needs to



compare everyday and to understand that we cannot live in the lies of
one dictator of the lies of some around fake promises of the equal life

for anyone. 

My first freedom comes from my chance to do my work on life, if my
talent is around art and music, this is my right to do my work, to have

the chance to make a presentation, to promote and share too. 

When we haven’t the chance to share, to promote and only restrictions
are doing the ownership… restrictions from others not for us…

meaning they leaving the freedom, the chance to live in the freedom in
real. 

Mean… they leaving the rights of someone or some others. The right
to live, to work, to grow up and to make anything in a normal world,

not under restrictions of and on anything. 

Freedom is not only a dream, we need too and to remember too.

Chapter 3 

Just light’s 

This is like to see the light and the sunshine, kicking the alienation of
the the lonely philosophies and from wrong educations, living in the

world as anyone, enjoy to have new friends around the world because
we haven’t to be taked or lost, we have to be alive, alive and enjoy
because we can see the sunshine of anything and not only from the

sun, not like stars in the night, not like the candle light in the
darkness… Maybe, being light to learn something of new, to see well
in the darkness too, without the light of a older candle light, with the

light of our mind.

Around the shape of this light, this is like to see the multi-shapes of the
Art, like the fabulous sculptures of the Greek Era, or the Roman

Empire, in the same time the great sculptures from Italian talents of
the great old school. Like the “David” or “La Pietà”, both are an

example of light, the Artistic Sun always and always it borrows light to



stars too, borrow for free and to let see the world full of new artists
and creativity, like the mom when the mom gives milk to his small son.

Just light’s, with the many colors of the light, around a rainbow of
tonality, shapes and any kind of light and shadows too to let we enjoy

because we don’t live in a unique color in the life, we can see the colors
from the darkness, the sad face of the moon, like crying moon’s, the

power light of the sun, with his hot warm too… 

The same rule is on Art, the universe of talents, giving a new sky, when
you take the time to look up, looking the sky, if you look well, you can
see the universe, the light of each star and the storms between galaxies

too. Like and hurricane of feelings and sensations.

I’m taking my time to write here now and in the same time I watching
a movie, cooking my lunch in the night time, because, just to don’t

make all like the same routine or like the same draw of life of anyone,
this is much more nice to have lunch at dinner time and to have

breakfast after the midnight. 

Yeah! To see the light means to see all with a different light too, the
different light on our world, not only like a planet, much more like

easy life too. To live like humans and not like cubes, to be ready to live
with different shapes of life, the light to have a new idea of life style

too, this is light too. 

Chapter 4. 

Preparing…

To prepare something or someone in this different style, we use some
steps, the first step is around to have something like a confidential

feeling, the other step will be to be part of the dialogues, conversations
and sharing too. 

What’s the meaning? The meaning is I share, you share, we share. 
Working of sharing, anyone learns from any other one too. 

The first other steps are to live in the world between many people, talk
with anyone and leaving the shy character on ourselves, leaving each

kind of loneliness of the mind. 



If you have time to know an open mind life, accepting any kind of
differences and doesn’t mean to accept anything as right, means to

accept the world where you live, where I live and where we live. 

Maybe with a bit of sense of humor too, or ironic too, or with funny
meaning too as anyone is ready to do, accept the differences we are

ready to stay in any kind of group of people, group of friends, group of
work too. Because to work too, needs to accept coworkers too and

partners of work too. 

When you feel so ready to be part of a social life, staying between
people, this is the right step, the social life is the result of a good life, to

learn how to talk with anyone, how to stay with anyone (to don’t
misunderstand the meaning, means when anyone is doing right and

not wrong, with respect between anyone). 

Example of the examples, to share… to share and to share… etc…
To share culture, to share phrases, to share experiences on work, life,
talent too, to share a kind moment of relax too and to leave the selfish,

because to live in the selfishness its much more easy way. 

Asking to ourselves: 
Are we ready to stay between people in a social life?

By my way, I can say yes, by your way! 
Are you ready too?

Do you looking for the same social life? 

Because we are here, between anyone, between people, anyone with his
busy life, when we stay between anyone, to live in the social life this is
very and very important, just leave a bit of shy from yourself and let
be real the sharing. Cannot to be all business, if you are ready to live
in a social life, you are ready to work in this world, to work for you,

with people and for anything, to earn too. 

And now… 
Preparing myself, preparing yourself too by yourself, because if you

are reading my words, this is one good step to have good time together
here. 

What all we can do to share, this is easy if we have the chance to share,
always as anything this is not something to look for earn or to be rich



of money, as the life, as to have friends, to share help the life of anyone
to live between anyone, with the dream of a perfect hypothetical life,

or hypothetical wonderful world. 
Just… understanding the meaning and how much it’s important to
share today, in this new Era, if someone is ready to understand how
much it’s important, doesn’t need to ask to himself why to share or

why not too! Just share!

Anyone comes from his culture too, always, I say: 
Never end to learn in the life.

That’s why, to increase the culture it’s always very great for anyone,
the one from the much more high level of education, it’s great for the
one with the not so high level too, because this is a chance to increase. 

Talking of myself, I try to learn everyday, everyday something of new,
something of unknown from my cultural books, something of

unknown in my land too, because not anyone is ready to know all if he
doesn’t see, or if he is without the right books or a right group of

people to share culture too. 

When people aren’t under isolation, they are ready to live in the social
life with anyone, any group of people and between the many different

cultures of the world. 

For example, if you see this style to give a shape on text, to divide
phrases and part of texts, I and we… we are using this style to make
much more light the reading too, to give relax on eyes between the
reading, eyes get tired and we need to see and to decide what’s the

right shape of page and text to use. 

To separate phrases and chapters too. Short chapters are easy and
light, this is to prepare someone too, to prepare someone too in a social
life, to let understand how to give the stress of a bureaucratic style, it’s

not an help to invite someone to ready too.



Preparing myself, you preparing yourself, as example I live in
Sardinia Island, we speak English and some are ready to have

conversation, to compare too, to deal and to have high level too. 
Only and this is so easy to understand, must to be natural, must to be

true, must to be for friendship too, to share, cannot to be only a
business.

Preparing ourselves or someone in the sharing life, social life too, this
is important to remember that life is not only business, to speak this

language cannot to be only to manage work or to work and stop here!

When someone is ready to understand the step to have a good social
life, this is the best and the right to do to live and share between

anyone.

To share is socialization too, socialize and having fun too between
people, cannot to be all always and only serious and always look like
sadly time, to have a break and relax on life, needs to have a bit of

funny time too. Like to say enjoy, to enjoy and to enjoy. 

Now, at this time, under Christmas we preparing each kind of
celebration, decoration and kindness, all is to live well in a social life,
any kind of celebration or decoration, this is all to make a bit more
rich our days, rich of kindness, of good time and lovely feeling too.

That’s why we say “Preparing”, to prepare us for our social life and
staying in the peace, enjoying. 

Chapter 5. 

Sounds of old movie.

Watching the old movie of life, look like to be in a older movie too,
with traditional sounds and traditional life, with a dress of the passed

ages and with the ruin colors of the older dress. 



In the spoken and in anything we can wear, we see the modernity too,
in the same time, staying around an old dress of life, to make the mask

and the carnival of the place. 

Around me, always the same streets and always I see the same very
older houses, the ruin walls and the smell of humidity on the much

more older houses of the town, not renewed and without maintenance. 
All looks like so ruin and looking the part of place without a bit of

care,  between the new town and the very old town with houses of mud
and cooked mud too… with poor wood to build and with a so folk

style. (We say: Folking style).

In the other part of the town, the new neighborhoods, with new
houses, in a much more rich style, with much more fine style and
sometimes, with much more money up to build too, this is the new

generation of urbanization, in the same time, still living between very
older and poor style and over we see the much more rich generation

building near to the older ones too. 

Like to live with the shadows of the past, the not full modernization
and with a town realized over and over, up and up the older too.

The place’s always the same, the island doesn’t change his shape and
to build houses, the only place is the same old town. 

Like to say, come back to the same old place, sweet home old sweet old
home… always the same place, always the same home.

To change place, needs to build a new life too in a new land and this is
not for anyone. This isn’t the chance of anyone, maybe this is the

chance of the lucky one.

Walking in the streets everyday, between gardens and parks,
sometimes full of trees and sometimes full of flowers, with some

meadows and in this season, with the rain, looking the changes of the
season, between the end of autumn and the first weeks of winter, with

rain and sun, some days full of rain and cold and other days, so
moderate warm, nor so cold, nor so hot…



In this season, the smell of rain and humidity is very invasive on my
breathing, the smell is a mix of smells too, the smell of autumn and his
end too, because in the Island, in December the season is not anywhere

like in the other lands, near to Africa and the so and so South of
Europe, always with the smell of the mediterranean sea too, with the

smell of salty taste on the air.

It’s easy to find prehistoric places and to see something of the stone
age too, just I live very near, on the right way of the town, just few
minutes driving the car, will be easy to walk on a prehistoric place,
like the paleolithic and if we walk five more minutes around, this is

easy to meet the mines and caves of miner works abound and around.
Full of strange machine of the 1900s and around. 

As it’s easy to understand, this is not easy to describe all, because if
someone is an very expert writer, okay’s, this is his work, his job too.

In the same time, this isn’t my work and in my style and I can describe
one part of the place, land and island too. 

Between the mines and prehistoric places, this is so near the old Castle
(Castel) too, all around an inactive volcano, on the feet of the volcano
we see mines and over in the much more high part of it, this is easy to

have the Castle (Castel) of the place. 

I can say, only in one space we have any kind of generation, the
prehistoric, the Middle Ages and the industrialization of the last

century, with his fall down too all around the buildings and the ruin of
the last century too.  

Look like a small area of country cities and towns, in a sort of
confusion of Ages, to let understand how much it’s strange the life in a
small island, we have to live between the prehistoric sites and near the
civilization of last century, one over and over the older and under the
underground too, because underground all is full of archaeological

things to search and research…



This is the sound of the old place, the smell of the old place, the mixing
of generations, the division of the place around the historical period.
Come to see and you will see. You will see the lost too, the forgotten

and the missed care too sometimes, all in one place, nor big, nor small,
nor the best and nor the much more ugly too. One place’s.

Chapter 6.

Smoke of fire.

Why to say smoke of fire, in our area this is easy to find a fireplace in
each house, the use of fire too, everyday too, to have a good warm and

because this is like a local work for some people. 

Art or not Art, some see very important to be ready to build a
fireplace in a house, to have a multi-use of that too, sometimes to have

a good warm in winter, sometimes to cook, sometimes like design of
the house or of the garden. 

One part of our works, if I can tell, this is around to make wood, wood
to burn on fireplace, like one important part of material to use to have

hot warm, as any land, by the way, this is like a rite too. 

To kick a badly wood of fire because this is not good to make a chair,
because this is not good to create something like art-works and

because this is so easy to understand the difference between a good
wood and badly wood too, the badly is ready and always ready to be
kicked in a fireplace to burn, because impossible to do something of

better with a badly wood. 

Some take the work to make wood like a religion, like a philosophy
and in the same time, work for the man! Maybe to show the power of
the man, or maybe to be manly in a strange rite. I do too… I cut a bit
of wood if I need… I go to make wood… I do… to be or not to be…

doing! Doing!
Like playing in the town!



Yeah… we have any kind of thing and machine to have hot warm,
good air conditioner and all around modernity, with the energy of sun,

with the energy from wind too. In the same time, this is all so
expensive in a small land, between the many chances of the modernity,

still we had  and we have “to do”… to let enjoy the wood heads!

Sometimes I go to work on the grove to clean, to let grow up the trees
and all, this year I did a break from my works like that, because I feel
tired, next years I will work again and again, yes, to explain how much

the traditional doesn’t let live in a modern life too sometimes. With
respect for the traditional because who comes from, comes from and

no problem! Alright… alright… just in peace. 

About fireplace, this is so wonderful to feel the smell, may if someone
like, to take a piece of bread with cheese and to cook on fire, in a

natural style! 
Yeah… because we don’t like so much to use the modern oven to cook

and we come back to the traditional because we like so much! So
much at the time of the traditional too!

It’s okay… just funny meanings… all around funny meanings too. 
Between music and using tech, low or high tech too, to stay between a
bit of nature this is very nice, because cannot live in a only one room
to have the same badly air on. Needs to change air sometimes, to stay
in a park, garden and grove, this is very good for the health, just to

don’t stay all time with technologies on hands!

Would you like to live with the robot tree? 
Would you like to walk in a robot forest? 

Maybe better’s to take time in a good natural grove.
Sometimes… many times and at the time too.

And the smoke of fire, from fire too, all around fire, this is to create
clouds on the sky! Ah… ah… ah… when in the sky some forget to

create clouds, the Sun is so hot on summer, like to stay under fire, so…
the people loves to prepare the umbrella for Sun rays, so… they make
lots of smoke to have a bit of shadows in the desert land! Just kidding

about…



Yeah… the rite of wood and the rite of fire, by the way, we watch
Hollywood movies, not because the European movies are ugly or make
sleep the kid! Maybe because between each kind of bored hard works
of life, we enjoy when Hollywood groups prepare some great movies

for anyone too. 

Com’on…  you will see and you can see some channels showing each
kind of rite about a fireplace, just, take a chair and sit near to feel the

warm… Right’s!

Chapter 7. 

After some hours.

After some hours I come back here, to write another chapter, always
around an easy day, the shopping of the day on market. To have foods
and something like good water to prepare a coffee or tea, a soup or in

any case, to have true water without chemical treatments on. 

Natural and clean water from mountains, it’s important to buy water
because here the place doesn’t give good water to drink, to prepare
something like a soup or a tea, always and always we have to find

natural water from mountains and this is not an illusion of good water.

Maybe, for me this is much more good a non alcoholic beer, this is like
a meal on my day, like to increase my meal with a good beer, to

haven’t only bread and water. Like to complete the meal of the day.

In the same time, a good water is good to prepare a good coffee, the
coffee is part of our days, an important easy drink for let feel awake

full time in the day, to don’t be so sleepy and to make someone so
awake in the day. 

The taste of the coffee is important and to prepare coffee with badly
water, it makes badly coffee too, because the taste comes from the



coffee and the water to prepare it too… we care so much the water to
prepare a coffee or a tea or a soup too. 

Yeah… in this chapter I want to talk of the easy days, the easy things
of everyday, like to walk in the street and decide what I can buy on a

market, with always not many money in the hands and looking for the
best with a poor salary of life. 

Everyday we need of bread, a beer or a good juice, the coffee and some
other foods like fruits and anything to have the enough for our body,

also, I live in a vegetarian life, always I have to be
milk/eggs/vegetarian style, because I need to have proteins and

calcium from milk products. 

Would be nice to be full vegetarian, by the body and stomach, to don’t
feel so hungry without meat or fish, to don’t be like under

malnutrition, I try to have everyday the enough for my body health
too. Some people don’t know that a Coke too is a good drink to take in
a day to increase, because the ingredients are made to give energy to

the body and to make the body so active and not sleepy.

Sometimes, watching tv news they make lots of reportage, some
around the foods and drinks, telling what the land says good or not,

this is all around traditional style too, the drinks or foods too. Like the
diet of the land too, the diet of the place and how much we can have

with poor money on hands.

I think this is important to be ready to talk and to write about that
too, because if someone never had to listen or to see someone speaks of

this easy life, maybe someone needs of an example too, needs to see
someone talking or writing about easy life. 

To talk of easy life, in the ordinary days, with the same wake up in the
morning and the same lunch time, the same few minutes to make
shopping of the day to have a meal and to have the enough for the

weeks and days. 



Yes, the ordinary days are the most important part of our life, between
dreams and work, on our days we have many to write and to describe

and to say, like to take the umbrella and sing in the rain like the
movie, because this is the much more romantic part of life, to walk

under rain, to get all wet and to make shopping in a market after some
Km and Km of walk, with the wet umbrella on one hand, the jeans so
wet because the strong rain and looking the best clothes with the color

of water on because the rain all around our day.

Yes, this is not the trip on the moon, this is not the travel to fly in a
new galaxy, this is the ordinary day and in my land, this is to rare to

have the chance to say “ordinary days”, because for some it’s
important only to talk about politics and politics at breakfast and

dinner too, for lunch spaghetti of bureaucracy because the officer of
the bureaucratic office is the lazy one of the land, to don’t work to
make foods by his hands, he does kilos and kilos of bureaucratic

paper, to trash, to make like spaghetti in a trashing box of the
office, ...etc ...and when he ended his time… what to eat? 

Spaghetti of paper and glue, because nothing tomato soup to put up!

Yes, in the ordinary day we have to find and bring all, to keep the
costs of the life, the costs of the day too, to buy the enough with a poor

salary of the day, not many money in the hands, at the end of the
day… we say: ...welcome, this is another ordinary day.

An ordinary day of millions of ordinary days, in a ordinary life, like a
standard life, planned from some for others and not for us in real…

just the ordinary life of millions of ordinary life anywhere.

And go around, go around like a merry go round time’s.



Chapter 8.

My pets and lovely pets.

When the the night is so lonely, in the right hour, always I take my
time to see how going all around my pets and they come to me,

because at the right time it’s possible to have the dinner for any pets,
they love so much to be regular and at the same time of every night,
like the appointment at the dinner time o’clock, they come to me like

to ask the same sweet meal of the dinner time. 

Always and always I like to see if someone is not around at the time,
because the meal is for each one of my pets and they need always and

always to have the meal of the day. 

What pets are doing everyday for me, it’s so easy to say… they work
to clean the place around me, to have badly rats and to ask only one

meal in a day. 

What all to do for the lovely and kind pets, you have to understand,
always they come around, looking for something of very sweet, like the
sweet food of the day, like to see they happy when the right meal is as

the pet’s dreaming too.

And they play, the play fighting like a game to take the time, to grow
up and to keep the time between pets at all, because pets are pets and
not puppets. As you know, this is not the same… this is not the same,

this is all another pair of shoes.

It’s easy to talk too, because this is like to speak as the pets are
speaking, not full of dictionary to use in a spoken, by the way, like a

muted movie of the 30s.

What they do after the sweet and good meal? 
So easy… they sleep so much.



Chapter 9.

All in one phrase.

To be alive! I do and I’m doing to be alive! 
If I don’t, I cannot be alive. 

Do you know?
 Do you understand?

That’s why, that’s what we have to do on our land. 
Not to be or not to be, just we are doing to don’t die.

All in one phrase, it’s possible to say:
We wait tomorrow to be very free in real.

All in one phrase I can say: 
If the life comes from the gift of God for any human and any human is
part of the same draw of God, nobody is the owner of any other one,
and nobody is the owner of the others humans too, anyone is ready to

be owner of himself, when someone is around to try to be owner of
other humans, he is in a wrong way of life. 

All in one phrase, it’s real the real and it’s not real the fake, 
in the same time, in the same case, the fake is part of the real too,
because nothing is very real in the mind, because we come from a

world of liars.

All in one phrase… etc… 
I can say many more times: 

Look at you and if you’re doing well for yourself, maybe you can do
well for your partner too.

All in one phrase, I can say and write: 
I’m not here to teach something to you, I’m here to share my style.

All in one phrase, I can say and tell: 
You have your life to live, as anyone has been to do, as we can do too.



Best regards my friends. 
By Esu M. (born in Sardinia in date 16 December of the 1973’s)

Book of the December 2019’s.
Keep well on your life and have all the best. 

Etc… etc… etc…
Will be better on next books too…

A HUG!


